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iNACOL Keynote - 10/28/13 
 
Governments are investing heavily into infrastructure and access.  In Mongolia, all houses have access to 
3g internet.  Ulan Bator - student – MOOC (example) 
Student Centered Learning – transforming approach to learning that challenges the current model of 
school.  Embraces the child’s experience at the starting point, expands and changes the role of the 
educator, determines advancement and progression based on mastery. 
Personalized learning is tailoring learning for each student’s strengths, needs and interests, including 
enabling student voice and choice in what, how and when/where they learn to provide flexibility and 
supports to ensure mastery of the highest standards possible. 
Mean What you Say: Integrating Personalized, Blended and Competency Education (Kennedy, Patrick, 
Powell) 
1. Student has voice and choice on level of standards lesson and some control over how they learn 
2. Differentiated instruction 
3. Immediate instructional interventions and supports for each student is on-demand 
4. Flexible pacing 
5. Individual student profiles 
6. Deeper learning and problem solving to develop meaning 
7. Frequent feedback from instructors and peers 
8. Standards-based, world-class knowledge 
Four essential attributes: 
1. Learner profiles 
2. Personal learning paths 
3. Flexible learning environment: Multiple instructional delivery approaches that continuously optimize 
4. Individual mastery 
Assessments should be open, variable.  Kids should be allowed to move when they’re ready. 
Personalized learning is integrating the entire community into the education of a student. 
Blended learning is a powerful modality/delivery model a rational approach and a bridge to moving from 
traditional to personalized instruction. 
Horn & Staker 2013, Blended learning definition 
Blended learning is any time a student learns, at least in part, at a supervise brick and mortar location 
away from home and, at least in part, through online delivery with some element of student control 
over time, place, path and or pace. 
Why do we wait until April to figure out how far off a kid is?  Personalized learning map/profile will 
inform. 
Optimizing what’s possible.  Blended learning is about the ability to personalize instruction.  The only 
way to do that is for teachers to use the data constantly to individual instruction and provide targeted 
instruction.  It isn’t about the tech, it is about the feedback that it allows. 

http://www.inacol.org/cms/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/iNCL_2013SympProgramBook-lr3b.pdf


Shift from lecture to student centered instruction 
increased interaction between student-instructor, student-student, student-community 
Integrated formative and summative assessment 
Teacher as conductor, designer, coach, engineer 
-facilitators of learning 
-monitors of progress 
-graduation coaches 
Competency Education - foundation to these ideas to student-centered learning 
1. Students advance upon demonstrated mastery 
2. Competencies include explicit, measurable, transferable learning objectives that empower students 
3. Assessment is meaningful and positive learning experience for students 
4. Students receive timely, differentiated support based on their individual learning needs 
5. Learning outcomes emphasize competencies that include application and creation of knowledge, 

along with the development of important skills and dispositions 
In a proficiency system, failure or poor performance may be part of a student’s learning curve, but it is 
not an outcome. Oregon Education Roundtable 
As our mental models shift from time-based to competency-based, it is also important to move towards 
flexible pathways of learning. 
Next Generation Learning Challenges - Grant Wave IV 
accelerates educational innovation through applied technology to dramatically improve college 
readiness and completion in the United States  Mastery based blended schools. 
Grant Application due: Dec 2nd & January 13th 
Must be: 
student centered and owned 
competency based 
blended 
sustainable and scalable 
They want: 
1.5 years of growth annually 
deeper learning outcomes 
90% graduation rat 
80% matriculation rate 
school model financially sustainable 
Biggest barrier - seat time rules/line of sight rules that lockdown how, when, where, the flexibility of 
learning 
Moving to a competency based environment the tyranny of seat-time locks in 
The FCC is opening up, looking at improving the e-rate program for broadband access.  We have got to 
create connectivity - technology infrastructure. 
Course choice - taking hold in several states 
• innovative new funding models 
Quality remains a huge concern…if we’re in blended environments with access to data daily, why can’t 
we be more transparent? 
We must measure quality based upon outcome.  Looking at individual student growth.  RFPs - start 
asking for quality assurance metrics. 
Need more research and development in this field. 
NYT - article regarding the international gap. 
State Rep. Alisha Morgan - GA 
Senator Richard Crandall - WY 



Jim Shelton - USDE 
 
 
Workshop 1 - Blend My Teaching 
Michigan  Detroit Schools, 15 schools  Blended student-centered model 
Up to 15 different levels in a high school classroom 
Mission statement - disrupt traditional public schooling to prove a prototype to ensure students 
graduate next generation ready 
5 pillars 
1. students are grouped by readiness, not by age or grade 
2. students create and assume ownership for their respective personalized learning paths 
3. students are allowed to work at their own pace using a blended delivery system to master 
 
5 key areas for PD  Allowing to make the shift 
Mindset/Mission/Vision 
Create the learning environment 
• rituals and routines 
Planning for Instruction 
• move from daily lesson planning to unit planning 
Assessing Mastery  
Using Data to Drive Performance 
 
teachers/instructional coach 
Matthew Guyton  Molly Macinnes  Mumford High School 
Classroom strategies 
 
Do now  - 1st thing….completely differentiated  .. focused on ACT/benchmark standards 
Diagnostic ACT taken at the beginning of the year…..bins delineated do nows by bands for mastery of 
the skill in that band   5 practices for that skill 
Self pace tracker..based upon what they think they want to do… 
learning target applies to what they want to do as a career…research, read, etc.  Make them match up. 
Fill in columns (links) 
Math Example Online Resource Article  Printed Material  Buzz  Other 
Practice 
Math  Writing  Buzz  Online Resource   Printed Material  MME/ACT  Other 
Apply 
Project  Poster  Presentation  Simulation   Laboratory  Other  (pick 2) 
Assess 
Picture of My Work   Conference (master learning target?)  Other 
Learning Targets Chart 
So many conferences a quarter 
Lab Assignments   Materials given, basic procedure (what I’m looking for)  pick their own design 
partners, video of lab work  (posters in hallway/ownership) 
Choice in Learning Application 
Socratic Seminars….5 kids master, so they have a seminar in the center of the room….application, 
student-centered, not how he originally thought of it 
 
You learn, you practice, you apply and you assess   3 weeks of PD 



 
Phoenix Multicultural Academy 
The physical environment must be arranged to support this type of learning. DRA and performance 
series testing 4x a year  Kids higher than level go up to the next teacher/higher grade. 
Class Dojo 
 
Principals 
Ongoing process learning what student-centered learning looks like. 
Collaboration is key among the staff to make it easier and smoother.  Weekly staff meetings, 1/2 hour 
whole group, 1/2 break out sessions/PLCs 
Administrators…where are the gaps (walk thrus/evaluations) PD whole staff and at the teacher level 
Common spirit of innovation, wanting to do better for kids. Teachers need to be empowered to trust the 
kids.  (Buzz learning platform) 
Textbooks are obsolete are soon as they are bought.  $ saved.  Cross district access to resources. 210 
school days 
What kind of students are we trying to mold?  What do they look like at the end of 8th grade?  12th 
grade?  Skills, competencies they need to have…how do we promote those things….Next generation 
ready… 
 
Brendan Campbell, Rebecca Labov   
bcampbell@eaaofmichigan.org 
tinyurl.com/PASEpromo 
Southeastern High School EAA 
requires thoughtful, content-based, up-front planning 
no bells 
4 content areas   students set their own schedules 
very deliberate in their planning, engaging 
Long term plan  CCSS, Michigan Standards, AP standards 
sort out and align skills 
Unit plans, list of learning targets that students need to master/objective, student friendly…I Can 
language….they feel ownership when they master the target 
Pacing Guide 
Calendar learning targets according to appropriate pacing. 
Learning targets are core…student friendly and manageable.   
Performance Assessment 
Multiple ways to show evidence of mastery…..projects.  Apply. 
Brainstorm  How can they demonstrate mastery?  How is the topic used in the real-world?  What will 
engage students in this topic? 
Detailed Rubric - concrete descriptions so students have a specific goal to work towards and can self-
check quality of work. 
Planing Learning Targets 
Learning Target Plan….list of different activities/centers in order for students to learn the 
material.  Forget about blocks of time.   
Learn/Practice/Apply/Assess 
Apply what they’ve learned to the real world or what came before….creating a piece of the project 
Assessment - 4 question quiz.  Learn - how they learn it for the 1st time…direct instruction, videos, 
reading.  Choice. 
Practice - game/activity/reading/video….aligned to exit ticket  Create your own textbook page. 



Content Authoring 
Upload content to platform.   75% is mastery  - 4 point scale  3 or 4 
 
Elementary 
Whole group no more than 10-15 minutes  coach…how do I create more evidence options for a target 
Rituals and Routines - vital  need to be well established 
Primary skills focus and a secondary focus 
Primary focus 
1. Classroom management  / shared vision a big component of that 
2. set up of the classroom - students are not in rows…students have choice  to breakout and show 

mastery  learning in centers  materials location, appropriate use, head sets   Come in..say our 
daily vision…. 

3. rotational model to begin - buzz word makes move  By January, students had complete control of 
where they wanted to go  gradual release of control 

4. Trust between student and teacher….consistency is key 
5. Identifying the needs of the students and who the leaders are 
6. Facilitation procedures 
 
 
Cassandra Kessler 
Adam Campbell   Henry Ford High School 
SCL Word Wall    Parking Lot for students 
Learning Targets - CCSS, break them into I Can statements  and break them into skill, reasoning, and 
knowledge 
Learning Menus (Target Trackers) 
Learn, Practice, Assess, Apply 
Sometimes there is no choice.  That’s a skill that they can pull information out of powerpoint in 
college.  Choice needs to happen in apply phase.  The learn phase is harder…..need to make sure you’re 
hitting all of the necessary points for rigor. 
Math - Alex   progression is built in.  Biology - essential questions units….like, disease 
Social studies working with math teachers to work on common apply projects. 
Blendmylearning.com   NGLC website 
 
 
Session: How I Finally Stopped Lying About Data and Starting Actually Using It 
Use data to effect instructional design.  ADDIE Analyze, design, develop, implement, evaluate….iterative 
Alternative: instructional designer/innovator 
Rapid instructional design: just in time instructional design, process employs various strategies that 
reduce design time involved….utilized by teachers, thought of as hiding the complexity of design in the 
template or the planner 
Does it save time?  Does it produce results? 
Framework for how they handle data…… 
Quarterly course evaluation form - google docs (she’ll email) 
9 weeks end of term workflow, before they submit grades  30-45 minutes of work 
Instructions for gathering/analyzing data - 2 reports 
 
Session: New Tech Resources - Collaborative Grouping 
People working on projects across 4 time zones 



4 types of interdependence: output goal, role, resource, learning goal 
learning goal - all must reach the goal 
resource - everyone is integral to the collaboration 
role - defining roles within the group, process monitor 
output goal - everyones responsible for the actual outcome, working together to accomplish a shared 
task 
 
How would you teach something in an online activity that would leverage all 4 roles….. 
rental car companies….going on vacation 
each student gets a company 
output goal is to define the mean, median, and mode for  
summarize numerical data sets in relation to their context 
 
Session: The New Face of Blended Learning 
Andover eAcademy   960 students/22 teachers (yr. 4) 
Only blended school in Kansas (100 virtual schools)  suburb of Wichita 
rigorous curriculum, not necessary college bound 
Parents come in for 1/2 day every month. 
Partnered with 27 private schools - students take at least 1 class 
High school, 3 days a week in the building  Middle school, 2 days a week 
Jane Falls, Springfield Public Schools, OR 
SPS Online Program (not a school)  Connections learning - curriculum, learning management system & 
teachers come with the program 
21st century learners are digital 
globalization of education 
families and students seek options 
diverse students need diverse options 
open enrollment = student gain or loss (open choice throughout districts) 
Combine online with neighborhood school 
• elective courses 
• guidance counseling 
• instructional interventions 
• music,PE,Clubs 
• Parent activities 
• Naviance 
• college courses 
• After-school programs 
• Sports, Prom, Graduation 
55% are passing and on track, 31% are passing but not on track, 13% failing 
How do we support those kids? 
Steve Chai 
New Covenant Academy, private school  IB 
2015: SAT Average class of 2015 
Flipped Classroom, assessment first portion of class (formative), uses the project based learning in the 
classroom to inform the content that the students should have been learning 
Teacher becomes coach, not instructor 
teachers didn’t change, curriculum didn’t change, the model changed 
Parent buy-in is slow.  Parents know what it’s supposed to look like.  Research driven way to go about 



education.  In an online/blended setting, you’re going to disengage with my student because a computer 
is teacher…..no, allows teachers to get to know students more closely and differentiate….coaching 
setting to help each and every student to get better 
Pass rate doubled in AP 
Implementing more assessment/formative   In tuned with improvement in the school 
 
What’s the motivation for doing this?  If they think it’s going to be easier - reality check.  Give the 
student/family a chance to see what it looks like.  Coach families away from online learning if it’s not 
going to be a successful setting for them. 
-set up your own routine in school/at homes 
-best sales people are families and students - pull up coursework, grade book, etc. 
Pick the right curriculum to fit what you want to do - right level to individualize to your level of students. 
Very often, parents and students do not understand the dynamics of online learning.  Different way for 
students to interact with the material. 
Instructional interventions in “how do I become a good online learner?”  it’s not a dumping 
ground….health issues, attendance issues….it’s not a solution for most of these students 
Here’s what it takes to be a successful online learner….. 
 
Session: Blending, Flipping and Personalized: How Online Learning is Transforming Teacher 
Practice   Speak Up 2012 National Findings 
Science, math and tech best leverage to prepare students for the future. 
Speak Up National Research Project - online surveys every fall/focus groups K-12 students 
Not really useful information. 
1 yr. course takes months to completely development from beginning to end. 
 
Session: Practical Strategies for Success in the Blended Classroom 
New pedagogy to do with the instructional core - know the students well.  Teachers look at the 10% that 
answer the questions to get the positive feedback.   
Classroom management - new way of teaching, how do I manage students that I’m not near?  Teachers 
have good relationship, rapport, model works really well.  New teachers have more difficulty. 
How do you build a culture of trust?  
Features: 
Standards Based 
Student Centered 
Personalized 
Levelled 
Integrated 
Blended 
Project Based 
Proficiency Measured 
Essential Elements:  
• evidenced based interruptions  (rarely whole group-only interrupt if you’ve got the evidence that you 

need to interrupt)  
• targeted teaching 
• pathways to the learners, need to have access to the kids, change furniture to change the pedagogy 
• socratic questions, follow up with a deep probing questions - need to make the kids think  don’t tell 

them anything, just ask questions 
How do we get teachers to move towards the new pedagogy?  Continuity from class to class. 



Dual pathways to lead to efficiency 
Begin with routines, etc. 
As soon as you can, get them to apply on a project 
See the evidence, stop and drill (whole class or small group) if necessary 
Outcomes 
• the student can do this 
• the student can do that 
• the student can do the other things 
• separate the verbs (different levels) 
break into blooms levels, separate further between theory and practice    have to know how to appraise, 
before they do it/steps for analysis before analyzing   deeper understanding of the outcomes and what 
you want the students to achieve   they do it themselves…they really get it 
Rubrics 
4 working beyond 
3 Achieving 
2 Working towards 
1 Beginning 
What is an eportfolio lesson…students find their own video to post. 
use the kids out in front to teach the others 
group work - if they’re not working, they get put out and they have to do it by themselves 
Students that prefer not to work in groups, must work in groups at times 
 
High School - Napa Valley 
Students at lower levels have little choice for classes, study classes/support classes - A/B students have a 
chance to take electives 
Fridays - have to go to the class if you’re doing poor 
Doing well, can do fun things 
www.intimetrainnig.com 
twitter: westleyf 
 
Session: Web 2.0 Smackdown 
Quick Demos of Educators Favorite Tools  & How to Integrate Them with Your Students 
Quakertown, PA  MAC book school 
What do we want our kids to be able to do? 
 
Investigating and Curating 
When choosing apps……not about the tech 
Guidelines 
• consider learning objectives 
• consider target learners (main consideration) 
• consider cognitive load/learning curve 
• consider the possibilities 
Your students are starting an inquiry project by going on a field trip…..  What tools could students use to 
gather info and curate resources 
 
(used padlet.com to share ideas) 
have students create a shared pinterest board to gather visual resources around  topic 
have students brainstorm ideas in a padlet 



 
InstaGrok - getting kids started because they can put in a search term and see graphic organizer - makes 
connections including multimedia, pull out key facts, glossary    pins - add to graphic organizer, click - 
becomes a journal to print ut 
 
Scoop.it - curation tool to search 
appealing visual magazine format 
looking at what someone else has curated and put together 
 
Learnist.com - early background information  good way to structure the assignment before they begin 
an inquiry 
 
Mentormob - playlists curated by people with interests in the area 
platform for background instruction AND to publish 
 
Symbaloo - begin a project - curate different websites that can be useful to them 
 
Twitter - great tool for background info - tasked to use twitter to locate experts on a particular topic, 
discover new resources 
 
Twitter #2 - tweet deck  you can see a bunch of different things that are happening - use chats as part of 
your classroom instruction 
 
twitter #3 - Storify 
Run a chat - can take anything that’s come up based on that hashtag, you can save it and it can be 
viewed - an historical storyline 
 
Library of Congress and Smithsonian - kid friendly resources 
Common core - search through LOC 
Can talk to experts through it as well 
Smithsonian - digital collection, you can go through state standards/specific resources 
FBI/CIA - kid friendly resources 
 
Pinterest 
organizations specialize in site  Kids can create their own sites 
 
Google Drive 
collaboration for kids 
Google - You Tube, make a channel!  You can have channels that curate or have specific topics on stuff 
you’re interested in 
 
Creating New Information 
popplet.com 
collaborate in realtime  easy graphic organizer creation tool 
 
tildee 
explain a process 
 



thinglink 
gather experiences on the fly, create interactive images 
embed images into images 
(first page of portfolio is a thinglink)    PD - teachers images 
 
museumbox 
you have to register your site    
takes information and puts it into a 3D box  - renaissance example 
 
wikispaces 
share information - effective, fast 
 
livebinder 
takes a 3 ring binder and gives you a place to put it online 
can put resources (electronic) into it 
 
 
Sharing, Displaying & Reflection 
What tools can students use to reflect on and share with the wider community? 
Tie it to the wider community. 
flipgrid 
• gather video responses/feedback 
• 90-second limit 
• exit ticket 
 
faturl 
• compresses multiple sites into 1 short addres/QR code 
• provides instant mobility 
 
animoto 
• quick and dirty way to make a video 
• spotlight 
• can include text 
• can share and download! 
• music all up and coming artists, no copyright infringement 
 
infographics   Piktochart/Easelly 
• show info done on research 
 
 
• quickly digestible 
• kids enjoy 
 
Remind101 
create a class/different classes 
quick info out to students 
like twitter 
students can’t respond 



 
Zaption 
YouTube video can be interrupted and questions added 
 
Blendspace - create lessons 
 
lucidchart 
 
evernote 
 
Skitch - evernote for pictures 
 
Keynote 10/30 
Learning by Design: Breakthrough Leadership in the Digital Age 
It’s not the technology, it’s what we do with it.   Technology is not a way to fix schools or improve 
schools….that means we’re going to do what we’ve done, just a little better. 
Use the lens of learning science, how do we identify learning challenges?  Opportunities where we can 
use teachers more effectively? Time more effectively? 
Because we don’t have a sense of learning science, when we look at terrific blended models, much is 
trial and error - give folks tools and supports to help them. 
Myth #1 - Technology is anti-teacher.  Are X-Rays anti-doctor?  They figure out how to use the new tech 
to do the next best thing.  Teachers move technology. 
Myth #2 - We need more technology.  There’s a pt at which that doesn’t make sense either.  It’s not 
clear that it’s just the tech, and more of it that helps you.  Analogy - tech is to learning the way a delivery 
truck is to nutrition.  Delivery trucks can deliver good and junk…. 
Myth #3 - The next generation of technology will make a difference.  That’s not the case.  Blackboard to 
whiteboard…smart board, if you look, a smart board is used in a pedestrian way. 
The One Education Technology That Delivered? 
2 profound things that altered teaching and learning 
can no longer learn from just the educators in your room 
can no longer at school, but could go home and learn   
THE BOOK 
 
How many minutes to students get to practice the skills, see modeling, get feedback?  Human tutoring 
vs. computer tutoring. 
Engineering approach - diagnose the problem and then find the technology that will mediate. 
It’s about cognitive science - principal and teacher prep does not address. 
Where we get stuck: 
• regulations and contracts, rules and regulations (permissible use of textbook allocation funds, Title I, 

teacher of record requirements, seat time)       2 thoughts - 1st, when I talk to DC and state ed 
agencies and then teachers/districts….be clear about learning problem you want to solve, what 
you want to do to solve it more effectively, be clear about what policy is addressed    2nd - when 
they say I don’t think it’s going to work, ask them for black and white of why    it’s not impossible 
to reallocate Title I funds, it’s a pain in the butt…it’s about convenience. 

• teacher unions have raised concerns, discomfort to change   distinguish the union from how teachers 
feel   union’s job to protect teachers….with teachers - they are actually much less dead set, but 
they’ve lived through many generations of crap that they’ve had to live through 

Reform feels like its something done to educators.  Reality is its partly because the people driving the 



train have learned to distrust educators.  (nay sayers)  Turn it around by identifying learning problems, 
being honest about where we’re not doing right by kids, and finding solutions.  If that’s the mindset they 
bring, they won’t feel like they’re victims - they’ll feel like they’re in the engine driving. 
personalizable, affordable, data-rich 
 
Session: Creating a Digital Culture of Literacy in the Time of Common Core 
Kristin Oostra 
It’s a Book 
Tension between tech and literacy.  Sometimes we need to do things that we know are good for 
teaching and learning. 
Provide strategies…..take away philosophy that we’re not include tech for tech sake, but for a reason  
Pedagogical Shifts 
• balancing literacy and information text 
• knowledge in the disciplines 
• staircase of complexity  (similar tasks, deeper and deeper) 
• text-based answers   read through text/audio/visual and provide evidence  students are writing from 

sources 
• academic vocabulary    how many words do they really understand? 
Being prepared for success in high school, college, and most careers involves the ability read, talk about, 
and write information conveyed using academic and content language.  
Tiered Vocabulary 
Tier I Vocab Words 
Tier II 
• high frequency   explain, measure, consume, state 
Tier III 
• context-specific vocabulary   to decode challenging texts 
• student should know 95 - 99 percent of the words in a reading passage before they can understand 

and learn from it.  (Allington 2002; Gunning 2009) 
• Classroom instruction is only the beginning of building a robust vocal 
• Once readers have acquired the denotative (dictionary) definition of a word, they need to learn its 

connotations, conventions, semantic networks, nuances, and meanings in other contexts 
• Takes 12 or more exposures to a word in a variety of settings to really learn it. 
Wordle    what is the overall theme of these words…. 
Vocabulary practices  
• merriam webster quizzes & games 
• Root word Prep - rootonym 
• Free Rice - online vocab game   categories for content 
• Dictionary: Wordnik    ad free     of to side, it uses the word in modern language/practical 

application  popular culture 
• Visuwords    put word in the middle, maps out synonyms, etc 
 
Vocabulary Journals 
• live binder 
• quiz let   build their own flashcards   includes picture! 
• google doc/spreadsheet  alphabetical 
• paper and pen! 
 
Reading 



Students must process intricate, ciplicated and often obscure linguistic and cultural features accurately 
while trying to comprehend content and while remaining distant from it in order to assess the content’s 
value and acurac (Bernahrt, 2011).    Break skills apart for students to teach how to do successfully 
• students are decoding and comprehending text 
◦ students engaged in high-level partnership 
• explicit instruction 
◦ sometimes efficient and effective to tell students what to do…don’t have to discover 

everything    this is how you get from a to b  show them what you do in your mind as 
you read 

• students are synthesizing multiple information 
◦ multiple sources 
◦ educated claims 
• text - type 
◦ 12th 70% of day in information text, 30% literary 
Mythbusters 
• students should read and think like historian/scientist 
setting students and teachers up for failure  - background knowledge, vocabulary  it’s not a good 
practice 
students should be critical consumers of information 
 
Jacobs - English classroom is bootcamp, the other classrooms are practice/applied 
Discourse 
complex text 
explanation 
argumentation  
purpose 
typical text structure 
sentence structure 
vocabulary 
practice 
 
Background Knowledge 
• frontloading 
• provides vocal 
• bridge local gaps 
• allows for chunking 
• guides interpretation 
• take it from what students know   (discussion board) 
• connect to previous lessons (ask questions) 
• explore unfamiliar concepts (information websites and explore/videos) 
• Think aloud  http://vimeo.com/10118244 
• Graphic Organizers 
◦ infographics 
▪ infogr.am 
▪ visual.ly 
▪ word 
• Onine Promptint Tools 
◦ padlet 



◦ lino.it        prompt, quick responses without a conversation 
Writing 
Writing should always include evidence to inform, argue, and analyze 
Writing process 
• composing to practice    allows students to use a skill for argument (ex.) practice that in one sentence 

or two 
• composing to plan      write out what am i going to do in order to write, find resources, where am i 

going to find them 
• composing to transfer      ask students what did you learn through this process and how does it apply 

later in the next time that i write….what challenges did i encounter       shows students they have 
the power themselves to overcome 

Vary the writing for the audience      try to find a real audience/authentic 
 
Writing expectations 
Rubrics 
• guide feedback 
• hold students to expectations 
Feedback   (we often focus on grammar, but doesn’t get at the heart of who you are) 
• focus on the use of textual evidence 
• focus on appropriate audience 
• focus on use vocabulary 
• encourage revision (not just editing)  rethinking about their writing 
◦ writing reviser  helps them find stronger language/address 
Need to effectively communicate! 
 
Modeling 
• encourage proper communication through example 
◦ discussion board posts 
◦ announcements 
◦ feedback    the next step is…..to move to the next level…..  make it more about the writing 

than the writer 
◦ email      do they understand the difference in audience?  Dear Mrs….  we need to be 

professional when we communicate with students to be college and career ready when 
they leave 

 
Speaking and Listening 
Toulmin Model for Argument 
 
Claim - what do you have to say? 
Data - What makes you say so? 
Warrant - So what?   Puts the data and claim together to make a meaningful statement about them. 
 
practice - queenie, husband dead 
 
Reaching all learnings in the ELA Classroom 
• encourage independent reading 
• infuse pre-reading and pre-writing strategies 
• teacher students to annotate text 



• ask text-based evidence questions 
• immerse students in the genre 
 
Behind every successful person is a teacher who made a difference.  Julian Castro 
 
Session: Project Based Learning 
Phase I 
What do you want students to learn……apply common core reading skills 
Assess role of censorship through the analysis of banned books. 
Driving Questions: Can change depending on implementation strategies 
Why was this book banned? 
Study island a component in the model. 
Field trip - see them once a week, virtually all other time 
 
Research project based learning 
incorporate experts into the conversation 
determine a 3 year plan to slow implementing PBL 
determine the type of challenges need to work through 
determine PD that is necessary 
 
How to…. 
incorporate into the school’s hybrid model 
build teacher’s skill set for planning and implementing 
build into the curriculum 
assess its implementation effectiveness 
provide feedback to teachers on their PBL 
 
Non-negotiables 
PD plan 
identifying resources 
establishing norms for the process 
developing a long term plan 
 


